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Abstract 
An extensive zone of gabbroic rocks occurs in a layer 40 to 55 
meters below the upper chill zone of the Palisades intrusion as exposed 
in the Haverstraw quan.y, Rockland County, Ne,, York. 'lhe gabb:roic mass 
contains two dominant rock types: ( 1) Coarse-Grained Gabbro (a;G) and 
(2) Gabbroic Granophyre (GG) • 'Ihe Coarse-Grained Gabbro c.ontains 
nearly equal amounts of plagioclase, clinopyroxene, and a granophyric 
intergrowth of alkali feldspar-quartz. 'Ihe Gabbroic Granophyre is 
porphyritic with large phenocrysts of clinopyroxene and plagioclase. 
(granophyre) and (2) clinopyroxene and plagioclase (CPX/PIAG). 
Based on petrography, position on the AFM trend of the Palisades 
intrusion, and trace element chemistry, the a;c; is equivalent to the 
ferrod.olerite of ·walker (1969a) and the "sandwich zone'' of Shirley, 
(1987b). The GG is equivalent to the fayalite granophyre/granophyric 
dolerite of Walker, (1969a) and the 1110\ver residual zone'' of Shirley, 
(1987b). 
The a;c; and GG fall on the AFM trend for the differentiation of the 
Palisades intnision and are therefore conagmatic with the main body of 
rragma which gave rise to the Palisades intnision. 'lhe cm and GG are 
relatively enriched in alkal~s, Fe, and incompatible elements and thus 
are.late in the fractionation sequence. 
The postcumulus transport mod~l of Shirley, (1987a,b) is applied to 
account for the extreme differentiation of the gabbroic rocks. After · 
the main body of magma crystallized and the roof and flcx:>r converged 
~ 
( sandwich zone) , magma trapped in the cumulate pile continued to 
migrate upward due to density differences. No longer able to mix with 
the main body of magma, this intercunulus magma migrate.d to a residual 
zone bel0v1 the saniwich zone am continued to differentiate. 'Ihe 
post.cumulus transp::>rt of magma resulted in enrichment of alkalis, Fe, 
am inccmpatible elenents. 
!' 
2 
. ! 
I INTRODUCTION 
General Backgraud ani P.reviaJS Sbdies 
'lhe Palisades intrusion is a major igneous body in southeastan New 
York am northeastern New Jersey wnere it is exposed along strike for 
approximately 80 km am has a thickness of about JOO m (Figure 1.1). 
Although generally described as a sill because of its c.oncordant nature 
with the sedimenta?.y rocks into which it intnlded, the intrusion is 
dike-like north of Nyack, New York (I..owe, 1959). Since the Palisades 
intrusive cannot be accurately labeled a sill throughout its entire 
length, Lowe referred to it as the "Palisades''. Puffer et al. (1982) 
suggest that the northern portion located north of Nyack be referred to 
as the northern Palisades arrl that thee portion south of Nyack be 
referred to as the southern Palisades. '!his tenninolCXJY is adopted in 
this study. 
'lhe Palisades intrusion has been extensively studied by lewis, 
1907, 1908a, 1908b; F. Walker, 1940, 1952, 1953; K. Walker, 1969a, 
1969b; Pearce, 1970, Puffer et al., 1982, arrl Shirley, 1986, 1987a, 
1987b. 'Ihe first detailed petrological study was that of lewis, 
{1908a) on the southern Palisades. canplete field arrl petrographic 
descriptions were reported in addition to wet chemical analyses am 
. tr' nuc1ane ic 
(1940) in the late 1930's. 
the following reasons: 
'Ihe intrusion was restudied by F. Walker 
He considered the intrusion inportant for 
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'!he study area was 
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1) 'lhe magma Ylhi.ch fanned the intrusion is representative of the type tholeiite defined by Kennedy (1933 p. 240-242). 
2) '!he thickness of the intrusion is ideal, sufficient to allow sl0v1 coolirg · arrl a CX>nsiderable degree of differentiation tut not so thick as to prevent the exposure of a a:i:rplete sec:tion. 3) '!he intrusion both a roof am floor so differentiation products may be ol:>served.relative to these. 
F. Walker (1940) concluded that crystal settlirg due to gravity was 
the principal mechanism controllirg differentiation that 
differentiation was enhanced by the settling of olivine am by the 
upvard migration of the liquid phase. 
A major study urrlertaken by K. Walker (1969a,b) on the southern 
Palisades inte;Jrated advances in petrolCXJic thought and advances in 
analytical methcx:ls. His detailed field, mineralogical, :petrol<XJical, 
am chemical study provided answers to sane of the existirg problems of 
the petrogenesis of the intrusion, in particular a better urrlerstarrling 
of the differentiation processes and how elements 
mineral phases with progressive crystallization. 
Walker (1969a) recognized that the intrusion is composite in nature 
arrl consists of two pulses of oversaturated tholeiitic magma. In 
addition, he suggested a mechanism for the fonnation of the M:J-olivine 
zone1 . 'lhe M:J-olivine zone in the southern Palisades a.rd the internal 
chilled contact in Haverstraw in the northern Palisades occur at ab:>ut 
the same level above the bottan contact am mark the base of the secorrl 
1 
'!his is the well known olivine layer -9 - 15 m above the base of the intrusion. Another Fe-rich olivine zone oocurs at -240 m above the b3se of the intrusion. 
5 
\-
magma pulse. Several lines of eviciena! led Walker to suggest a 
secon:i pulse of magma. 
First, the original interpretations of the HJ-olivine layer called 
for crystal settlirg of the olivine (Walker, 1940). 'lhe problem with 
this interpretation is that the olivine crystals in this layer are too 
iron rich, too small, am too uncx>rroded relative to their position 
with respect to the base of the intrusion, to attril>ute their 
mncentration to settling after ct:yStallization (Walker, 1969a) . 
secom, Walker (1969a) fourrl that significant reversals occur in the 
fractionation trerrls of each mineral solid-solution series across the 
Jtg-olivine layer. 'Ihus he reasoned, it is likely that the discon-
tinuities in fractionation trerrls at this level are the result of a new 
pulse of magma that was slightly more differentiated than the first 
pulse (Walker, 1969a)~ 
Puffer et al. ( 1982) examined the northern Palisades I lll 
Rockland County. 'Ibey proposed sane genetic relationships anK>ng the 
igneous rocks of the northern Newark Pasin on the basis of their 
chemical and petrographic characteristics. '!hey considered that the 
Neiw City Park Dike (Figure 1) and the base of the northeni Palisades 
represent the first pulse of carposite Palisades - Watchung magma. 'Ihe 
first pulse extruded to fonn the orange Mountain (First Watchung) 
B3salt to the west. '!he secom pulse presumably intruded the still 
liquid interior of the Palisades intrusion arrl urrlerwent shallow in-
situ fractionation. 'lhe secon:i pulse nay have been extruded to fom 
· the Iadentown and Union Hill Basalts (Puffer et al., 1982). 
(l 
6 
'!he ItDSt recent "'10rk, however, is by Shirley (1986, 1987a, 1987b) 
on Bridge (GWB) section of the southern 
Palisades. Based ·on dlemicaJ am pe 
of the intrusion, he ooncluded that the southern Palisades oonsists of 
at least three am probably four p.1lses of magma. Follcwirg the final 
p.1lse, the remainirg 2/3 of the thickness of the intrusion differen-
tiated through fractional crystallization. At this tine, the Clllllllate 
zone contained 40-50% interstitial magma. In addjtion to fractional 
crystallization, he COncluded that postcumul.us transport of this 
intei:stitial magma played a significant role in the differentiation of 
• 
the intrusion. 
SignificaTD! of this Sbdy 
'!he Palisades intrusion has captured the attention ard inagination 
of petrologists for over eighty years and has been studied in great 
detail. It would seem that little in the way of new infonnation could 
be obtained fran this well studied intrusion. However, because the 
daninant rock type in the Palisades intnlsion itic 
diabase, the presence of a coarse grained mass of gabbro within the 
intrusion suggests that hitherto 
durincJ the crystallization of the intrusion. 
Parlier workers (lewis, 1908b, Walker, 1940, 1953, Walker, 1969a, 
1969b) reported small voltnnes of coarse grained rock within the 
intrusion, Pegmatitic streaks am patches enclosed· by nonnal fine-
grained rock within diabase intrusions are not l.ll1Calll0n. 'lher.e bodies 
or diabase-P83lllatite beca11se of their 
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coarse grain size am the presence of graprlc · &~ of quartz 
am feldspar (Walker, 1940, 1953). 
Walker (1953) described two kims of diabasc-pegmatite in diabase 
sills am sheets; 1) sdll.ieren which are tabular or lens-shaped bodies 
approachi.rg thiclmesses of 2 m am a lateral extent of 12 m represent 
associated with schlieren in the upper IX)rtions of sills but differ 
fran the schlieren in their irregular shape arrl limited lateral extent\ 
of less than 2 m. / 
In 1978, Prof. C.B. Sclar of Iehigh University ran a field trip to 
the Palisades sill in conjunction with the 39th Annual Meeting of the 
Meteoritical Society which met that year at Iehigh University. One of 
the stops on the field trip was the Haverstraw quan.y in which Prof. 
SClar was astonished to observe in the southeastern part of the quan.y 
a large number of newly quarried blocks two.to three meters in diameter 
of a ined gabbro CX>ntaining clinopyroxenes up to 7 cm in 
lergth. '!his observation am the petrolCXJical questions raised by it 
was the catalyst for this study2. 
None of the published reports describe the presence of coarse-
grained gabbro at Haverstraw quany in the northern Palisades3. 
in this am other diab3se intrusions, the aIOOUnt of 0')3:rse grained 
gabbro observed in the Haverstraw quany is several orders of magnitude 
2 Personal Ccmnunication; SClar, 1988. 
3 Kurt I.owe obseJ:ved large aitDUnts of 003:rse grained gal:t>ro in the course of his \¥Ork in the Haverstraw Quany in the 1950's; Personal camnunication, 1987. 
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greater (by volmne) than any reported 
'lherefore, it was concluded that an investigation of the crerse grained 
gabbro in Haverstraw quar.r.y should provide new infonnation on late 
stage differentiates of this am other similar 1nafic intrusions. 
<lljectives 
'!he objectives of this study are: 
1) To characterize the gabbro through a study of its petrology, petro-
graphy, am mineral chemisti:y. 
2) To inter.pret the observed mineral textures am chemical canpo-
sitions of the gabbroic rocks in order to propose a sequence 
of crystallization. 
3) To test the validity of the proposed crystallization sequence in 
light of experimentally detennined ition 
la.Se-ea · librium diagrams. 
4) 'lb establish the genetic relationship of the gabbroic rocks to the 
main bcxiy of diabase in the intrusion. 
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Il. G E O L O G I C S E T T I H G 
~icaeJ Geology 
'lholeiitic basaltic lava flows am intrusions of I.ate Triassic am 
Early Jurassic age mark the later stages of the rift-valley sequence 
which records the break-up of Pangaea am the openirg of the present 
day Atlantic Ocean. '!he Triassic am Jurassic rocks of eastern North 
America occur in relatively small, iso.lated, discontinuous northeast-
trerrling basins approximately 50 km wide am 160 km lorg, 
fran Nova Scotia to Florida (Manspeizer et al., 1978) (Figure 2.1). 
'!he largest of the onshore basins in North America is the canbined 
Newark-Gettysburg Basin, which extends fran Rocklam county, New York 
through central New Jersey to Iancaster, Pennsylvania (Manspeizer, 
1980) . '!he basin is filled with 5 to 6 km of oontinental sediments 
inte.rbedded with tholeiitic lavas of the Watchurg Ridges am intn.Ided 
by the Palisades diatese (Manspeizer, 1980). 
Manspeizer et al. ( 1978) · suggest the follaving scenario which 
consists of four partly synchronous, but well defined tectonic episodes 
' 
.. for the break-up of Pan3aea am the openirg of the present day Atlantic 
Ocean: (1) uplift arrl crustal thinning during the Penni.an to Middle 
Triassic; (2) late Middle Triassic strike-slip faulting, amesitic 
volcanism, am marine 
basin, with concanitant rifting alorg the axis of the future Atlantic 
Ocean; (3) rate Triassic rifting of Pan3aea am deposition of 3,000 to 
7 ,ooo m of elastic am evaporite sediments, am (4) I.ate Triassic to 
Early Jurassic sea-flmr spreadirg, extrusion of tholeiitic lavas, am 
10 
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Figure 2 .1 Newark 
Manspeizer et al., 1978). 
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'!he Newark Basin is #11. 
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.. 
. 
the collapse of continental margins. Manspeizer et al. (1978) 
p:,stulate that this sequence of events is the result of crustal 
thinning ard deep seated thennal activity in the mantle. 
'Ihe Palisades diabase magma intruded awroximately parallel to the 
bedding planes of the Mesozoic sedimentary rocks of northeni New Jersey 
but it is discordant throughout at least part of the segment north of 
Nyack, New York (lave, 1959) • At Nyack, the northeni Palisades is 
exposed about 0.6 km west of the Hudson River. North of Nyack, the 
Palisades fo:rm a praninent an:ving ridge that is sickle-shaped in plan 
I 
view (I.ave, 1959) (Figure 1.1). 
I.ocaJ Geology am Field RelatialSbip; 
'Ihe study area is in the Haverstraw quarry which is loc:ated at the 
northeni end of the Newark B3sin in Rockland Cotmty, New York. 'Ihe 
quarry is on the southwest side of the Hudson River and is separated 
fmn the river by an unquarried wall of the intrusive diabase. Active 
quarrying is on the south and the west side of the quarry. Sanples 
were collected ala~ the southern wall near the upper contact with the 
Stockton Fonnation. '!he chill zone diabase is awroximately 1. 5 m 
the coarse-grained gabbro is gradational; nonnal 
diabase gradually gives way to the gabbroic rocks, which are the 
daninant rock types about 46 m below the upper contact. 'Ihe gabbroic 
rocks disappear 54 m belav the upper contact ( a thickness of 8 m) • 
Figure 2. 2 is a schematic representation of these relationships.~-~ 
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Ill METHODS 
Field sa .. ,.1 i DJ 
All samples were collected fran the south wall of the Haverstraw 
quar.cy. 'lhe gabbro is exposed in the quar.cy wall am in several piles 
' 
of loose blocks at the base of the quar.cy face. Wherever possible, 
samples were reiroved directly fran the quar.cy face. 'lhe gabbro 
however, is difficult to detect in the quar.cy wall because it is masked 
by • pe:rvas1ve joint controlled secon:lary limonitic alteration • 
'lherefore, most of the sample collection was fran blocks that had been 
recently blasted out of the quar.cy face. Consequently, the precise 
location of these samples relative to the upper contact is not known. 
Inasmuch as the gabbro is exposed between 46 m am 54 m belOiN the upper 
contact on the south wall am was fourxl no where else in the quar.cy, 
the samples taken from blocks at the base of the wall are presumably 
representative of the gabbro. 
R:>lisbed 'lhin Secticas 
Twenty-four polished thin sections were studied microscopically 
usirg both transmitted am reflected polarized light. Mineral 
identities were made am textures were studied prior to electron 
microprobe analysis. 
EI.e.:Lt<n Mica:cprcte Analysis 
'lhe analysis of all minerals was done using a triple ~""""'"""' 
JEOL 733 Microprobe in the Deparbnent of Metallurgy am Materials 
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SCie.lla:! at Iehigh University. A foa1scrl 1 µm in diameter electron beam 
was used on all the minerals except the feldspars where the beam 
diameter was varied fran 1 µm to 50 µm in diameter. '!he electron 
acceleratirg potential was 15 kV for all analyses. '!he specimen 
current was approximately 10 for IOOSt analyses arrl 20 
nanoamperes for sane of the pyroxene analyses. '!he data were corrected 
for matrix am inter-element effects by the nethod of Bence am Albee 
(1969) • Analytical control was obtained by usirg chemically analyzed 
standards of composition am structure similar to the unknown samples 
wherever possible. For Mn detenninations of silicates however, a Mn 
bearirg ilmenite standard was used. Detailed chemical compositions (in 
weight % ) of the used for microprobe analysis are given in 
Table A-2. 'Ihese starrlards were obtained fran the Smithsonian 
Institution (United States National Museum) in Washirgton, D.C. 
X-ray FluoresanE Analysis (XRF) 
Bulk chemical analyses of five samples were obtained by XRF fran X-
ray Assay laboratories (XRAL), lbn Mills, Ontario. Samples FG686014L 
am FG686006 (see Table B-1) were ground in a SPEX mill at Iehigh 
University to minus 200 mesh. 'lhese sanples show an ananalously high 
Co concentration am were probably contaminated by the cobalt cemented 
tungsten carbide ball used in the milling process. '!he oontamination 
however, is not significant with respect to the ·· interpretation of the 
major oxide ooncentrations. '!he other samples were sent to XRAL to be 
milled to minus 200 mesh in an agate mill to prevent metallic 
15 
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i 
:l 
I 
Agate milljn;J, hc:JieVer, results in a slight silica 
oontamination of the sanple of·up to 0.3 wt.% Si~. 
'l'mnslni ssicn Elecb.al. Mic :t csa::py ('IHI) 
Clinopyroxene exsolution lamellae were analyzed with a lhillips 
400T in '!'EM/STEM nDde. 'Ihe electron accelerating potential was 120 kV. 
An EDAX detector with a Be wimow was used for acquirjn;J Eil3 spectra. 
'lhe beam diameter was 100 A. 
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IV PETROGRAPHY AND MINERALOGY 
In the field, only two rock types were recognized. in the Haverstraw 
Quarry, namely gabbro and diabase. 'lhe nonnal diabase of the southern 
Palisades has been extensively studied (Walker, 1940; Walker, 1969a, 
1969b; and Shirley, 1987b) and will not be disci1ssed here. 'Ibis study 
concentrates on the coarse-grained northern Palisades rock types. 
In thin-section, the gabbroic rocks are of two petrographical ly 
distinctive types. 'lhe two end-members are (1) coarse-grained gabbro 
(CGG) and (2) gabbroic granophyre (GG). 'Ihe GG is more aburrlant than 
the CGG in the collected samples. Two samples resemble the nonnal 
diabase of the southern Palisades: (1) an upper ch.ill zone diabase 
(HCZ) and (2) a nonnal diabase (ND). 'Ihe CGG has a sharp contact with 
a veey fine-grained, highly altered, quartz-rich rock which looks like 
fine-grained diabase· in hand specimen. Based on its fine-grained 
texture and mineralo;JY, and its proximity to the coarse pegmatite-like 
CGG, it is classified as a contact aplite (CA). Although the HC'Z, ND, 
and CA will be discussed as they relate to the petrogenesis of the in-
trusion, the major emphasis of this study is on the two gabbroic rocks. 
Although the CGG and GG resemble one another in ham specimen, sane 
macroscopic distinctions can· be made: 1) the CGG carranonly has many 
equant crystals of plagioclase and clinopyroxene with little visible 
mesostasis 2) the GG contains large bladed pyroxenes encloscrl in a 
fine-grained nesostasis (Figure 4 .1) 3) the proportion of mesostasis 
is greater· in the GG than in the CGG but sanples exist 
17 
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Fi.gum 4 .1 8lot.o3ra~ of Gabbroic Granqilyre showirg large bladed clinq)yroxenes. Note how fine-grained groorrlnass the large pieJX)Crysts. 
~ Magnification= lx. 
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beb,.1een the 0\10 errl-nenbers which have a rarge of proportion of 
nesostasis 4) the CGG has a very shazp contact with the highly altered 
aplite. Figure 4.2 shows relationships 1, 3, am 4 on the scale of a 
s~le thin section. 
Plagioclase, clinopyroxene, am a grano.phyric in~ of .alkali 
feldspar am quartz are the major cx,nstituents of the CGG (Figure 4.3). 
is hereafter referred to as grano.phyre. Titanana.gnetite 
is a minor constituent. Accessory minerals include apatite in the 
granophyre, pigeonite as e.xsolution lamellae parallel to (001) of the 
clinopyroxene crystals am traces of chalcopyrite. Amphibole is 
notably absent. Both plagioclase arxl clinopyroxene are euhedral to 
subhedral and together comprise -60% of the rock by volume with 
plagioclase 100re abumant than clinopyroxene (Table 4.1). '!he 
remairrler of the a:;c; consists of granophyre ( -- 33%) , opclques ( -- 5%) , and 
Plagioclase occurs primarily as pristine equant crystals (up to 4 
nun across) and as laths (up to 1 cm in lergth). In places the 
plagioclase shOvlS incipient alteration to a 10 A phyllosilicate phase, 
presumably sericite. car1Sbad and alhite twins are caco:non; pericline 
twinning is minor. Nonnally zoned plagioclase crystals range fran .Ans6 
to An 48 with an average composition of An54 . 
Clinopyroxene occurs as bladed crystals up to 1 an in lergth. 
Iamellae of pigeonite parallel to (001) are camon am give rise to 
herritgbone where the clinopyroxene is sinply twirmed on 
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Figure 4. 2 Ihotanac19Cgraph of rontact between Co3rse Grained Gali>ro 
arrl Contact Aplite. Notepatch of Granqilyric Gabbro at tq, right. CPX 
c1.ystal s below "A'' • 
Magnification= 5x. 
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Rlotanacrograph 
with grancplyre at 
crystal to right of ''Y'' . 
Magnification= 6x. 
Figure 
contact 
4.3 of coarse Grained 
''X". Note small 
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Gal:i>ro. 
skeletal 
Table 4.1 
Average l't:ml n ••1ositi, ns of the 
O>a:rse GraiJEd GaNao (rm) 
arrl the • C Gali>ro (a;) 
# of 
Samples 
CLINOPYROXENE 
PIAGIOCIASE 
GRANOIHYRE 
OPAc.uFS 
CPX/PIAG 
PHYLLOSILICATE 
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(4) 
25.3 
33.1 
32.5 
5.7 
tr 
3.3 
99.9 
GG 
(4) 
7.0 
8.0 
47.0 
2.7 
31.5 
3.8 
100.0 
., 
(100) • Alteration of clinopyroxene is negligible except where it is in 
contact with the granophyre (X. of Figure 4.3). Most of the clino-
pyroxene crystals have slightly umul.ose extinction am a few show 
hourglass extinction. 'Ihe average caiposition is ffc>J3.2Ell36.aFs30.o· 
'!he opaque i:tiase is predominantly titananagnetite which occurs as 
skeletal euhedral to subhedral crystals up to 1 nm in diameter. 
Iocally, the opaque phase is molded onto silicates. 
'!he mesostasis is composed predominantly of granophyre in which the 
feldspar is very turbid. Apatite needles are abumant am are 
dissemina.ted through the granophyre. A minor · amount of opaque oxide 
occur as blebs an:i rims on apatite needles within the granophyre. 
Small (1 nun in diameter) skeletal gi:ains of plagioclase are also 
present within the granophyre (y in Figure 4.3). 
the gabbroic granophyre is the range in grain size of the latter. 
Whereas the plagioclase am clinopyroxene crystals of the a;c; are 
fairly unifonn in size (up to 1 cm long) , clinopyroxene crystals in the 
GG attain leB]ths of 3.5 cm and plagioclase laths up to 2.5 an are not 
f:tatt 
-33% in the a;c; to 47% in the GG (Table 4.1). 
'!he gabbroic granophyre consists predominantly (-78%) of a 
clinopyroxene am plagioclase 
crystals as phenocrysts (Figure 4.4). 'Ihe mesostasis consists of two 
, namely alkali feldspar an:i quartz (granophyre), 
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Figure 4. 4 BlotanacrexJraph o~ Gabbroic Grancplyre. '!he mesostasis is 
carposed of granoplyre am a CPX/PIAG in . 'lhe large crossed 
ccystals are skeletal plagioclase (note hollow mres). '!he outer edges 
of the plagioclase have been altered to sericite (dark gray). At "A'' 
am "B'', the CPX/PIAG in · ocx:u:rs in association with 
plagioclase. Note lineation of biotite after clinq,yroxene t.rerxliB] 
frau lJPfeI left to lower right. 
Magnification= 6x. 
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and a cl' (CPX/PIAG) • 
'lhe granqhyre occurs as plllllOSe sprays, nearly splerical clusters, 
and cauliflower-like masses. Figure 4. 5 shCl'NS • ·-
in one of the clusters. Most of the granop:lyre of Figure 4. 4 consists 
of plllllOSe sprays am nearly spherical clusters. In other places the 
granop:lyre occurs as distinct cauliflower-like masses (c.f. Figure 4.2 
where the granqilyre surrounds large plagioclase crystals) . Another 
example of this type of granophyre is Figure 4. 6. In this case, the 
granop:lyre is cored with CPX/Plag in 
.and rinnned by free quartz 
which is, in nun, rinuned by a golden-brown phyllosilicate. It is 
likely that the phyllosilicate is a secorrlal:y phase filling original 
cavities in the rock. 
'Ihe CPX/Plag intel:grOvlth occurs in. distinct patches within the 
mesostasis am is nearly always associated with large discrete crystals 
of plagioclase {Figure 4.4). 'Ihe in is quite regular with 
plagioclase as a single c:rystal enclosing irregular, isolated grains of 
clinopyroxene which are in optical continuity (Figure 4.7). 
Clinopyroxene occurs as lorig, bladed crystals which are sometimes 
cmved. '!his curvature is probably due to growth phenomena am not to 
IX)St-g:rowth defonnation. Many crystals show fishtail tenninations 
suggestinJ very rapid crystal grOvlth. Little alteration to anphibole 
was obsel:ved. As in the ox, lamellae are ccmm:ton and give rise in 
sinply twinned crystals to herringbone strncture. 
'!he plagioclase in the GG contrasts with the plagioclase in the 00G 
in the follc,;,,ll'XJ ways: 1) plagioclase laths in the en:; reach lengths 
of only 1.0 an whereas in the GG plagioclase laths up to 2.5 an are 
25 
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Figure 4. 5 Rlotanicrograph of sprays of granqilyre am intersecting rcxls of silica in the Gabbroic Granqilyre. Magnification= 127x. 
Figure 4.6 lbotanici~ph of cauliflower in granq;ilyre. 
'Ihe core (at left) is CPX/PLAG in which is riic11ei . by granophyre, discrete quartz grains (white) , am golden-brown p).yllosilicate (seoordacy). Magnification= 44x 
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Figure 4. 7 Rlotani.crograpl of CPX/PIAG in Granq:hyric Gali>ro. High relief piaSe is CPX. unaltered PI.AG is white. Magnification= 127 x. 
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• 
ca111Dn, 2) in the a;c; skeletal c1ystals are rare whereas in the GG 
vi.ttually all the plagioclase crystals are skeletal, 3) the 
plagioclase in the a;c; is relatively unaltered whereas it is intensely 
altered in the GG, 4) plagioclase in the GG is unzoned and has an 
average composition of An49 whereas the average canposition of the 
plagioclase in the a;c; is An54• 
Minor phases include titanornagnetite, a golden-brown phyl1osilicate 
(sec:orx3ary cavity filling), and biotite after pyrogenic clinopyroxene. 
'!he ~ ....... ~,&~ of large opaque oxide crystals is slightly l0v1er in the 
GG~ As noted above, the golden-brown phyllosilicate OC'CllrS on the 
periphery of the cauliflower-like masses of granophyre arrl is always 
interstitial. An interesting feature of the GG is the aligrnnent of the 
aggregates of biotite. 
Examination of Figure 4. 8 shOvlS that the biotite has a different 
orientation in different dorrains. In the upper left of the photo, the 
trerrl is 90° from the trend in the lCMer right suggesting that · the 
orientation may be controlled by the crystallographic orientation of a 
host crystal. 'Ihe problem with this intezpretation is that the host 
crystal in this case is a collection of clusters arrl sprays of grano-
phyre, an:i not a single crystal as in the case of of 
quartz in single crystals of feldspar found in graphic granites. 
Contact Relatiooships 
'Ihe contact relationships of the cx;c; am GG with the CA are 
carplex. Figure 4.9 exhibits one such relationship at the contact. 
'Ibis sanple is unusual in that it was the only sanple collected that 
28 
Figm:e 4.8 Blotanacrcxp:aph of Granoplyric Gahhro shawm} danains of biotite • 
. Magnification= 6x. 
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.., 
' ' . 
' 
Figure 4.9 :Ebotanacr"ograph of Coarse-Grained Galx>ro in contact with Contact Aplite. 'Ihe shaped core is catposed of Galx>roic Grarqnyre. Note the clinopyroxene c1.ystal which is interprete.d as a 
xerlOCti - within the aplite. 
Magnification= 6x. 
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shONed a contact between the CA and the GG ( center of Figure 4. 9) • 'Ihe 
CA is intensely altered and its pyroxene is corwerted ce11pletely to 
amphibole (the only amphibole observed in any of the sections) • '!he 
. . 
vein parallel to the bottom of the photo is filled with calcite which 
is probably a prcxluct of the amphibolization of the pyrogenic CPXl. In 
addition, quartz grains are abundant in the CA. 
'lhe contact·between the aplite and the·a;c; (left and right) is very 
snarp --(Figure 4.9). '!he pyroxene and the plagioclase in the a;c; at the 
contact are intensely altered. In the cen~ ha,,ever, a gradational 
contact is seen between the CA and the GG. 'lhe gradation is recognized 
by the decrease in amphibole (after CPX) in the quartz-rich aplite and 
the gradual increase in sprays and clusters of granophyre. 'lhe 
by a CPX/PIAG inter-
growth and contains larger xenocrysts of clinopyroxene. 
1 ~i206 + 3002 + 5H20 > 
ca2~ 5si8~ 2 (0H) 2 + 2H4sio4 + Jcac.o3 
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V. MINERAL CHEM£ST·RY 
Clinopyroxene crystals in both 
electron microprobe analysis. noted • m J.V, the 
clinopyroxene is of two types, namely large single crystals, and small 
irregular grains in optical continuity which constitute one piaSe of a 
• Table .~ .. 1 lists the electron microprobe analyses 
of the clinopyroxene crystals. rrhe table includes the canposition of 
large single crystals from the a:;c; and GG as well as the canposition of 
clinopyroxene in the CPX/PIAG inte:rgrowth for each sample. '!he first 
six digits represent the sample number. '!he seventh character, if 
present, irxli.cates that the analyses came fran the same crystal (A,B,C 
etc.). An "r'' at the end of the sample number irxli.cates that the 
analysis came fran the rim of a crystal. See Appenlix C for plots of 
irxtividual samples. 
composition of 
clinopyroxene crystals from the a:;c; and that from the GG. '!he 
in clinopyroxene canposition are between the 
large clinopyroxene crystals and the clinopyroxene in the CPX/PUG 
• 
The compositional variations resulting from fractional 
crystallization of clinopyroxene are shavm in Figure 5.11. Pyroxene 
1 Figure 5.1 consists of CPX analyses of large crystals fran both the rm am the GG, and the CPX in the CPX/™ · . see Appeniix C for plots of each sample described in Table B-1. · 
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Table 5.1 
Electron Microprobe Analyses of Clinopyroxenes 
.•,l 
in the CGG and the GG 
----------~za: .. :aa _________ ...._.. _____ ..__---------.-.::1111r:1111:-------;a:-~~-----a& .. ____ ..._ __ a1:lllll~----=zs-.. _ .. ____ =------=-----------~--:a:aa: __ _ 
Sample# Si02 Ti02 Al203 FeO MnO MgO Cao Na20 Totals Fs En Wo 
686002 48.23 0.63 1. 69 25. 75 0.58 4.96 17.70 0.35 99.89 44.96 15.44 39.59 
686002 48.23 0.63 1 • 14 27.04 0.64 5.94 15.68 0 .16 99.46 46.84 18.35 34.81 
686002 47.96 0.31 0.76 30.31 0.63 3.64 16 .16 0.20 99.97 52.71 11.28 36.01 
686002 48.78 0.25 1.36 26.20 0.67 6.06 16.29 0. 17 99.78 45.26 18.67 36.06 
686006A 51. 06 na 1.37 18.94 na 13 .18 14.23 na 98.78 31.22 38.73 30.05 
686006Ar 49.39 na 1. 96 20.21 na 11. 76 15.07 na 98.39 33.42 34.66 31.92 
w 686006B 49.67 na 2.23 19.41 na 11 • 9 16.37 na 99.58 31. 51 34.45 34.05 w 
686006Br 49.84 na 1.36 20.37 na 10.77 17 .46 na 99.80 32.89 31.00 36.11 
686006C 52.43 na 1. 09 20.99 na 11. 76 15.53 na 101.80 33.93 33.90 32 .17 
686006D 53.51 na 1.50 17.25 na 13.43 15.94 na 101.63 28.00 38.86 33 .14 
686006E 44. 52 na 5. 16 25.54 na 9.89 13.23 na 98.34 42.48 29.33 28 .19 
686006E 43.68 na 5.77 26.33 na 10.59 11.56 na 97 .93 43.87 31. 46 24.67 
686006E 50.82 na 1.56 16.75 na 13.72 16.83 na 99.68 26.68 38.97 34.35 
686006E 49.74 na 1. 69 16.68 na 12.85 17. 42 na 98.38 26.95 37.01 36.05 
686006E 47.88 na 2.31 20.72 na 10. 56 ~' 16.92 na 98.39 33.85 30.75 35.41 
686006Er 46.48 na 4.20 21.82 na 10. 15 15.67 na 98.32 36.37 30.17 33.46 
686006F 52. 73 na 2.02 18.65 na 12. 17 16.52 na 102.09 30.32 35.27 34.41 
686006G 52 .58 na 1. 62 18.42 na 11 • 4 17. 52 na 101.54 30.10 33.22 36.68 
686013A 49.05 0.86 1. 77 16.98 0.06 11. 84 17.68 0. 18 98.42 27.95 34.75 37.30 
686013A 49.72 0.67 1. 4 7 19.99 0.03 11 . 30 16. 19 0.21 99.58 32.83 33.09 34.07 
686013B 50.24 0.63 1 . 5 7 18.75 0.06 12. 12 16.45 0. 17 99.99 30.53 35 .17 34.30 
686013B 49.83 0.67 1. 67 20.94 0.05 11.16 16.44 0.15 100.91 33.82 32.14 34.03 
686013C 50. 59 1 . 13 1. 83 16.78 0.07 . 12. 00 17. 85 0. 07 100.32 27 .48 35.05 37 .46 
w 
r---., 
... ,, ... 
\ 
Sample# Si02 
Table 5.1 (continued) 
Electron Microprobe Analyses of Clinopyroxenes 
in the CGG and the GG 
Ti 02 Al 203 FeO MnO MgO cao Na20 Totals Fs En Wo 
----- ------- ·- -------- ------- ·-------- ----------------·---·--
686013E 49.93 0.90 1.45 18.75 0.04 10.8 17 .68 0. 19 99.74 30.91 31. 74 37.34 
686013F 46.00 0.91 2.69 25.35 0.09 3.71 20.18 0 .18 99.11 43.84 11.45 44. 71 
686013G 46.43 0.96 1.32 26.07 0.08 2.54 21.58 0.23 99.21 44.76 7.77 47.47 
686013H 42.65 0.77 0.92 32.30 0.08 2.46 20.30 0.23 99.71 51.52 6.99 41.49 
686013H 44.43 0.68 0.94 30.19 0.08 3.91 19.00 0 .17 99.40 49.09 11 .33 39.58 
686013H 44.67 0.86 1. 51 29.74 0.05 3.70 19.94 0.20 100.67 48.06 10.66 41.29 
686013H 45.75 0.66 1.03 28.79 0.09 3.67 19. 73 0.20 99.92 47.50 10.80 41.70 
686013H 46.77 0.65 0.93 28.23 0.05 3.34 21.20 0 .18 101.35 46.02 9. 71 44.27 
687011 49.38 0.34 0.50 28.29 0.50 3.39 18.06 0.26 100.72 49.22 10.52 40.26 
687011 . 48. 85 0.25 0.88 25.62 0.78 3.40 19.50 0.22 99.50 45.21 10.70 44.09 
687011 48.80 0.11 0.51 26.42 0.47 3.63 18.41 0.58 98.93 46.78 11 .46 41.76 
687011 48.76 0.21 . 0. 53 26.51 0.51 3 .• 51 18.89 0.35 99.27 46.54 10.98 42.48 
687011 49.07 0.04 0.51 26.57 0.53 3.55 19.26 0.26 99.79 46 .15 10.99 42.86 
687011 45.64 0 .17 6.81 24.81 0.47 3.61 16.36 0.26 98.13 47.52 12 .. 33 40.15 
687011 49.76 . 0. 21 0.35 25 .18 0.38 4.97 19.06 0.28 100. 19 43.07 15 .15 41.77 
687011 49.80 0.08 0.76 25 .87 0.48 4.53 18.12 0.33 99.97 45.26 14 .13 40.61 
687011 49.29 0.28 0.49 24.90 0.46 3.33 20.08 0 .19 99.02 44.02 10.49 45.48 
687011 49.42 0.00 0.85 27.02 0.50 3.25 19.80 0.35 101.19 46.44 9.95 43.60 
687011 · 49.35 0.08 0.86 26.66 0.43 4.20 18.36 0.29 100.23 46.23 12.98 
1
~0. 79 
687011 49.79 0.08 0 .37 26.00 0.49 4.35 18.49 0.32 99.89 45.27 13.50 41.2'4 
687011 47.79 0.27 0.92 28.28 0.53 3.77 16.92 0.28 98.76 49.90 11.85 38.25 
687011 49.14 0.34 0.60 25.43 0.43 3.33 20.15 0.33 99.75 44.47 10.38 45.15 
687011 48.93 0. 17 0.81 25 .19 0.35 2.41 20.65 0.64 99.15 45.03 7.68 47.29 
687011 49.22 0.08 0.64 26.89 0.42 3.75 18.99 0.23 100.22 46.44 11 . 55 42.01 
vJ 
Vl 
Table 5.1 (continued) 
Electron Nicroprobe Analyses of Clinopyroxenes 
in the CGG and the GG 
__________ ..... ____________ .._. ___ ~ ............ __ ._ .... _ ..... ~ ..... ._ __ ~--..-.. .. --.. -...._. .. __ ~--.... -~-..------.... ww ____ .... ...__ .... 
Sample# Si02 Ti02 Al203 FeO MnO MgO cao Na20 Totals Fs En Wo 
-------------
·- -·-----·------------ ----·------·--------- ---------
686017 49.69 0.78 1.63 16.13 0.30 12.92 16.71 0 .19 98.35 26.63 38.03 35 .35 
686017 49.28 0.91 3.00 15.86 0.35 11.25 17 .35 0.31 98.31 27.27 34.50 38.23 
686017 49.35 0.82 2.64 16.81 0.30 10.95 17 .45 0.43 98.75 28.64 33.26 38.10 
686017 48.83 0.81 2.20 21.54 0.40 10.12 15.52 0 .16 99.58 36.23 30.34 33.43 
686017 50.97 0.22 1. 70 16. 55 0.57 13.14 16.81 0 .18 100.14 26.90 38.09 35.02 
686017A 48.22 0.80 1. 48 17 .15 0.37 12.68 18.24 0.20 99.14 27 .17 35.81 37.02 
6860178 47.20 0.56 1 .37 27.44 0.05 4.98 16.76 0.20 98.56 47.48 15 .37 37.16 
686017B 49.55 0.79 1. 56 17. 53 0.41 13.88 16.41 0.22 100.35 27.70 39.09 33.21 
686017B 49.70 0. 75 1. 48 15.99 0.41 13.60 17 .63 0.00 99.56 25.45 38.60 35.96 
686017B 50.12 0.57 1. 15 21.37 0.45 11.38 15.46 0 .17 100.67 34.76 33.01 32.23 
6860178. 50.33 1. 04 2.46 18.32 0.30 11.06 17 .29 0.25 101.05 30.44 32.76 36.80 
6860178 48.64 0.97 2.91 16.86 0.30 12.07 17. 10 0. 27 99.12 27.97 35.69 36.34 
686017B 48.84 0.84 1 . 16 22.68 0.38 10.38 15.51 0.00 99.79 37 .15 30.31 32.55 
6860178 48.74 0.60 1. 42 17.77 0.34 12.85 16.94 0.02 98.68 28.48 36.73 34.79 
686017B 47.64 0.60 1.20 23. 57 0.46 1 1 . 1 1 14.84 0 .16 99.58 37.77 31. 75 30.47 
686017B 51.30 0.93 1 .42 18.68 0.34 12.84 16.23 0 .19 101.93 29.95 36. 71 33.34 
686017C 48.89 0.83 2.09 19.37 0.35 12.85 15.54 0 .18 100.10 31.15 36.84 32.01 
686017C 47.70 0.68 1. 33 23.03 0.47 10. 0.0 15.56 0 .18 98.95 37.88 29.32 32.80 
686017C 49.58 0.98 1. 86 17. 04 0.35 14.82 16.36 0 .16 101.15 26.46 41.01 32.53 686014 46.00 0.91 2.69 25.35 0.09 3.71 20 .18 0 .18 99.11 43.84 11 . 45 44.71 
686014 46.43 0.96 1. 32 26.07 0.08 2.54 21. 58 0.23 99.21 44. 76 7.77 47.47 686014 42.65 0.77 0.92 32.3 0.08 2.46 20.30 0.23 99.71 51.52 6.99 41.49 
686014 44.43 0.68 0.94 30. 19 0.08 3.91 19.00 0 .17 99.40 49.09 11.33 39.58 686014 44.67 0.86 1 . 51 29. 74 0.05 3.70 19.94 0.20 100.67 48.06 10.66 41.29 
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Figure 5.1 Pyroxene quadrilateral (Di-Hd-En-Fs) showin;J cc111iositional 
variations in the sin:Jle clinopyroxenes am the c1inopyroxene 
of the CPX/PIAG in . 
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CX11positions are expressed in te:rnlS of 100lea1Jar ratios Wo:En:Fs. With 
fractiona.tion, Fe increases relative to M;J acxxatpanierl by a small 
increase in ca. '!he analyses plot in. two distinct clusters. One group 
plots in the field of augite to ferroaugite. 'lhe other group is 
significantly irore enriched in Fe and ca and plots in the ferroaugite 
field near em-member hedenbergite. '!he lower Fe analyses belon.J to 
the large sirgle crystals whereas the clinopyroxene in the CPX/PIAG 
sh<:MS strong Fe enrichment. 
Walker et al. (1973) in a detailed irwestigation of pyroxene 
canpositions in the southern Palisades fourrl two distinct trerrls. "'!he 
nonnal augite/mauve-brown ferroaugite trend shows only mcxierate 
variation in ca content (Wo33 to wo38) ••• 11 and a second trerrl ''where 
transfonnation of the mauve-brown ferroaugite in its final stages of 
crystallization led to the fonnation of a separate ioore ca-rich 
ferroaugite series with a trend nearer the Di/Hd join than the mauve-
brovm ferroaugite trerrl" (Walker et al., 1973) (Figure 5.2). 
Figure 5.3 shav.,s the relationship between the clinopyroxene 
analyses of Walker et al., (1973) and the clinopyroxene analyses of the 
GG am the a;c; of this study. rrhe analyses of the small pyroxenes in 
the GG plot in a cluster that includes the most iron-rich portions of 
both of Walker's trends with 
'!he 
preliminary results of this study do not support the two separate 
tren:is of Walker et al., (1973). Additional analyses beyon:i the sex>pe 
of this study are ~ed to irwestigate this relationship and to 
explain the significance of the continuum representei by the analyses 
in this study which occur between the two trerrls of Walker, et al. , 
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Figme 5.2 Pyroxene quadrilateral (Di-Hd-En-Fs) ~ the 
CX11p:)SitionaJ variations in the cl· of the southan 
Palisades(~ Walker, 1969a) 
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· Clay, 1988 
• Walker. 1973 
Di Hd 
En Fs 
Figure 5.3 Pyroxene quadrilateral (Di-Hd-En-Fs) sh~irg the 
relationship between clinopyroxenes of the southeni Palj sa.des (Walker, 
1969a) an:1 those of the Haverstraw gabbros (this study). 
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(1973) in late stages of differentiation. 
Analysis of exsolutim lauellae in a,x: An effort was made to 
determine the chemical composition of the (001) lamellae in the . 
clinopyroxene which give rise to the herr~ne structure in sinply 
twirmed c1ystals. 'lhe lamellae have a higher birefringence than the 
clinopyroxene host, but because the la.mellae are <1 µm thick, no 
additional optical data could be obtained. 
'lhe lamellae were imaged with the electron microprobe. • Figure 5.4a 
is a backscatter electron image (BEI) photanicrograph of the lanellae. 
In this image, intensity is related to atanic rnnnber; the brighter the 
image, the higher the atomic number, and. black areas :represent no 
detected x-rays which are holes. From this image it its clear that the 
host has a !aver mean atomic ntnnber than the material in the lamellae. 
t!c, 
In places, the lamellae were apparently plucked out in preP3ring the 
thin section (black) and in others they consist of a phase of higher 
mean atanic number than the host. 
Figure 5.4b is an X-ray scan of Fe Ka for the same area as Figure 
5.4a. A correlatio;n is seen between the lamellae and. a phase with 
relatively high Fe concentrations. Because the excitation volmne of 
the beam is 1 µm and. the lameJ_lae are thinner than this . voluire, 
quantitative analysis was not possible with the microprobe. 
With the higher ma.gnifications of the Transmission Electron 
Microscope ('!:EM), semi-quantitative data were obtained. Figures 5.5 
and. 5. 6 are EOO spectra ac.quired for the host and. the lamellae 
respectively. 'lhe host shows ca > Fe with high Si and. Al. In 
ex>ntrast, the lamellae are relatively rich in Fe, contain only minor 
40 
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6.4b 
Figure 5.4a Backscatter Electron Image of lamellae in large clino-pyroxene C.'cyStal. 
Magnification= 4000X. 
Figme 5.4b X-ray scan for Fe Ka of same area as 5.5a. Magnification= 4000X. 
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11 anomts of ca, am are !aver in Si am Al. Pased on the Fe Ka X-ray 
scan am the EOO spectra it is concluded that the lamellae are 
pigeonite exsolution lamellae. 
{) 
'Ihe dominant feldspar in the a;c; and the GG is plagioclase which 
occurs in two distinct habits, namely, (1) large euhedral to subhedral 
nonnally zoned crystals and (2) in intergrc:Mth with clinopyroxene. '!he 
alkali feldspar ocx:urs in intergrowth with quartz in both the a;c; and 
the GG. Many of the larger plagioclase crystals of the GG are skeletal 
which suggests relatively rapid crystallization (Iofgren, 1974). '!he 
large crystals of plagioclase in the a;c; are nonnally zoned fran An56 
to An 48 with an average composition of An54 • 'lhe large crystals of 
plagioclase in the GG are unzoned and slightly more albitic with an 
average composition of An49 • The composition of the feldspar was 
detennined. by electron microprobe analysis of (1) the large single 
crystals in the a;c; and GG, (2) the plagicx:;lase of the CPX/PIAG inter-
€) 
growth, (3) the alkali feldspar which corrprises the granophyre, and (4) 
the plagioclase of the CA. Figures 5. 7 a-d are plots of these analyses 
( in nnle % ) • 'Ihe large single crystals have the highest An content 
ranging fran An48 to An 60. 'Ihe plagioclase composition of the 
c,· 
of the GG ranges from An39 to An53. Although 
overlap occurs between the composition of the large single crystals and 
that of the CPX/PIAG inte:rgrowth, the plagioclase in the in- • is 
irore aJbitic. 'Ihe plagioclase of the contact aplite is the :rost sodic 
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SAMPLE SI02 AL203 
Table 5.2 
Electron Nicroprobe Analyses of Clinopyroxenes 
in the CGG, GG, and CA 
CAO · NA20 K20 Totals An Ab Or 
------------·---· --·------ -------WW-~- -:m.m:ww-
Large Crystals 
PG687007 56.59 26.17 9.72 5.44 0.35 98.27 65.45 33 .16 1.40 
PG687007 56.88 27.52 10.37 5.26 0.36 100.39 67.58 31.03 1.39 
PG687007 -55.04 27 .14 11.53 4.52 0.25 98.48 73.12 25.92 0.96 
PG687007 57. 74 26.14 9.17 5.87 0.39 99.31 62.33 36.10 1.56 
PG687007 57 .41 27 .91 9.97 5.45 0.34 101.08 66.02 32.64 1.34 
PG687007 54 .13 27 .20 10.55 5.04 0.32 97.24 68.95 29.80 1. 25 
PG687007 56.50 28.57 10.20 5 .13 0.29 100.69 67.92 30.92 1. 16 
PG686006a 56.63 29.67 10.42 5 .13 0.27 102.12 68.43 30.50 1. 07 
PG686006a 53.26 28.23 11.37 4.88 0.29 98.03 71.25 27.66 1. 09 
PG686006a 53.59 27.48 10.61 4.76 0.31 96.75 70.26 28.52 1. 23 
PG686006a 53.28 27 .93 11.02 4.45 0.24 96.92 72.56 26.51 0.92 
PG686006a 53.46 28.06 10.70 4.48 0.22 96.92 71.89 27.24 0.87 
PG686006a 53.56 28.10 11.28 4.55 0.25 97. 74 72.55 26.48 0.97 
PG686006a 54. 71 26.69 10. 32 · 4.77 0.32 96.81 69.59 29.12 1.29 
PG686006a 55.32 26.11 9.30 5.35 0.32 96.40 64.89 33.78 1.33 
PG686006a 58.14 24.78 7.30 6.13 0.58 96.93 55.33 42.03 2.63 
PG686006b 52.45 27.84 11.33 4.30 0.26 96.18 73.67 25.31 1. 02 
PG686006b 51.90 28.99 11.31 4.12 0.24 96.56 74.51 24.57 0.92 
PG686006b 53.91 27.85 11.31 4.43 0.28 97.78 73.03 25.89 1.09 
PG686006b 53.55 28.29 11.32 4.46 0.27 97.89 72.94 26.01 1. 05 
PG686006b 53.97 28.22 11.36 4.47 0.24 98.26 73.09 26.01 0.90 
,,J 
,, \ 
Table 5.2 (cont.) 
SAMPLE SI02 AL203 CAO NA20 K20 Totals An Ab Or 
----------~~~-------------
--------
PG686006c 52.89 27.73 10.94 4.49 0.25 96.30 72.21 26.79 1.00 
PG686006c 53.06 25.87 10.41 4.55 0.26 94.15 70.89 28.04 1.07 
PG686006c 54.08 27.33 10.82 4.41 0.26 96.90 72.27 26.68 1. 05 
PG686006c 50.02 27.90 10.94 4.64 0.36 93.86 71.26 27.36 1.39 
PG686006c 56 .11 26.45 8.93 5.49 0.41 97.39 63.12 35 .13 1. 74 
PG686014a 53.93 25.49 9.36 5.01 0.36 94.15 66.36 32.13 1 • 51 
PG686014a 53.48 25.09 9.22 4.98 0.34 93.11 66.21 32.34 1 .• 45 
PG686014a 54.46 26.21 9.45 5.08 0.37 95.57 66.23 32.23 1.53 
PG686014a 54.43 25.79 9.40 5 .13 0.35 95 .10 65.96 32.59 1.46 
~ PG686014a 50.15 28.42 8.70 4. 71 0.34 92.32 66.08 32.38 1.53 
Ul PG686014a 54.50 25.86 9.68 5. 11 0.34 95.49 66.74 31.86 1.39 
PG686014a 54.65 26.30 9.46 5.05 0.51 95.97 66.00 31.89 2 .11 
PG686014a 55.01 26.18 9.46 5.06 0.37 96.08 66.37 32.10 1.53 
PG686014a 55.29 25.89 9.53 4.98 0.33 96.02 66.97 31.65 1.38 
PG686014 54.24 26.67 9.06 5.20 0.41 95.58 64.67 33.57 1. 76 
PG686014 54 .10 26.69 9.11 5.26 0.36 95.52 64.68 33.81 1 . 51 
PG686014 55.89 26.55 9 .17 5.23 0.34 97 .18 65.01 33.56 1.43 
Intergrowth 
PG686014 57.60 27.15 9 .13 5.54 0.39 99.81 63.52 34.88 1.60 
PG686014 56.51 26.87 9 .12 5.47 0.42 98.39 63.66 34.57 1. 76 
PG686014 57·.96 25.39 7.85 6.32 0.56 98.08 56.47 41 .15 2.38 
PG686014 55.87 26.46 9.91 5.20 0.38 97.82 66.78 31.71 1 • 51 
PG686014 55.25 27.44 9.99 5.23 0.35 98.26 66.90 31.71 1.39 
PG686014 56.11 27.46 9.91 5 .18 0.31 98.97 67.03 31.71 1.25 
PG686014 55.63 27 .16 9.62 5.06 0.40 97.87 66.65 31.71 1.63 
PG686014 55.31 26.47 9.77 4.98 0.41 96.94 67.28 31.02 1. 70 
PG686014 55 .15 26.39 10 .12 5 .16 0.45 9'7.27 67.20 31.01 1. 79 
/I 
"\ t .
Table 5.2 (cont.) 
SAMPLE S102 AL203 CAO NA20 K20 Totals An Ab Or 
- -- w-aaaraa 
- - - -
Granophyre 
PG687007 71.39 20.75 0.95 5.65 5.02 103.76 10.47 56.51 33.02 
PG687007 73.44 17.11 0.06 0.64 11. 56 102.81 0.82 7.68 91.50 
PG687007 69.59 21.03 0.31 3.52 6.93 101.38 4.05 41.80 54.16 
PG687007 71.23 19.89 0.60 4.16 8.54 104.42 6.35 39.82 53.83 
PG687007 75 .30 19.74 0 .12 5 .08 3.20 . 103.44 1. 78 69.43 28.79 
PG687007 67.16 19.76 0.48 4.96 9.76 102. 12 4.47 41.62 53.90 
PG687007 64 .13 19.89 0.58 5.43 7.72 97. 75 5. 73 48.69 45.58 
PG687007 79.01 11.91 0 .16 2.25 6.94 100.27 2. 57 32.15 65.28 
PG686006 78.99 11.53 0.20 1. 63 7.60 99.95 3.25 23.78 72.97 
+' PG686006 76.10 12.51 0 .15 2.93 6.78 98.47 2.21 38.77 59.02 
°' PG686006 78.36 11 • 19 0 .15 1.46 7.73 98.89 2.49 21.77 75.74 
PG686013 61.30 22.11 4.46 7.22 1. 03 96.12 38.42 56.31 5.27 
PG686013 72.35 16.59 2.70 5.79 1.33 98.76 30.91 60.03 9.06 
PG686013 63.85 20.61 3.43 7 .31 1.33 96.53 31.68 61.02 7.30 
- -CA- -
687007 63.38 24.91 6.03 6.58 0. 78 101.68 48.42 47.84 3.74 
687007 60.37 26.57 7.78 6.50 0.51 101. 73 55.70 42.13 2 .17 
687007 59.68 26.69 7.98 6.57 0.48 101.40 56.16 41.83 2.01 
687007 62.83 24.76 6.40 8.46 0.57 103.02 44.45 53.17 2.38 
687007 59.97 23.00 7.02 6.83 0.54 97.36 51.93 45. 71 2.36 
687007 70.13 21.66 2.08 3.26 3.29 100.42 29.78 42.22 28.01 
687007 72.89 21. 75 1. 57 6.41 0.16 102. 78 21.04 77.69 1.28 
687007 60.21 24.76 7.59 6.40 0.55 99.51 55.36 42.27 2.37 
687007 59.91 24.47 7 .19 6.93 0.60 99.10 52.03 45.37 2.60 
687007 60.66 25.52 7.46 7.00 0.34 100.98 53.31 45.25 1.44 
687007 60.82 26.29 7.44 7.74 0.60 102.89 50.27 47.31 2.42 
687007 60.37 25.62 7.75 6.15 0.60 100.49 56.69 40.69 2.63 
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Figure 5. 7 Plot of feldspar a:11q:ositions (nolea1Jar %) for (a) single 
ciys1 al s, (b) CPX/PIAG · , (c) Plagioclase in the contact 
Aplite, an:i (d) feldspar in the granophy.re. 
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As discussed alxJve, the composition of the plagicx::lase and clino-
pyroxene of the CPX/PIAG in-- is more evolved than those of the 
single crystals of plagioclase and clinopyroxene. '!he clinopyroxene of 
the in is relatively enriched in Fe (Wo41.oEn11.aFs47 .2)and 
the plagioclase is enriched in aJhite (~4 •8) 
Figure 5.8 is a BEI photomicrograph of the in-
is plagioclase and the light phase is CPX. 
• '!he dark phase 
'!he texture of the CPX/PIAG intergrowth resembles that of a 
so a point count on selecteci samples was done to 
detennine the relative proportions of the two phases. CPX makes up 
52 • 3 wt% and PIAG makes up 4 7 . 7 wt%3 . '!he closest phase equilibrium 
is the system Diopside - Anorthite. '!he binary eutectic in the system 
Di-An occurs at 42 wt.% Anorthite and 58 wt% Diopside (Bowen, 1915). 
'!he difference (-6 wt. %) between the two systems may be due to the 
fact that the real system is surely not binary but at least quaternary 
which might result in a sma.11 shift for the eutectic. 
of quartz fonn three distinct 
types, namely granophyric intei:grc:Mths, mynnekite, and graphic granite 
and differ in bulk composition as well as texture, 
3 -'!he voltnne % of CPX and_ PIAG in the point count was converted to weight% usin} the composition as determined by electron microprobe analysis. 
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Figure 5.8 Backscatter Electron Image of CPX/PIAG • '!he dark Iilase is plagicx::lase arrl the light piaSe is clino-pyroxene. 
sea.le Bar= 1000µ 
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genesis (Parker, 1970). 'lhe tenn "granoplyre'' should be restricted to 
of quartz and alkali feldspar (Barker, 1970) • 
'lhe tenns micrographic . and micropegnatitic lllply lOC>re textural 
regularity than is usually fourrl and should be avoid.Ed since the.se 
adjectives have been misapplied to both mynnekite and granophyre 
(Barker I 1970) • 
'lhe granophyre of this study is equivalent to the 
residuum" of Walker (1969a) who fourrl the in- throughout the 
intrusion, but concentrated in the final stages of fractionation. '!he 
rate of crystallization affects the grain size of granophyric 
in such that size decreases with more rapid cooling (Barker, 
1970). Because the "granophyre" of the southeni Palisades is coarse4, 
and the granophyre of this study is very fine-grained, it is likely 
that the granophyre of this study cooled more rapidly. 
'lhe granophyre of this study is an in_ of at least two 
alkali feldspars and quartz. Figure 5. 9 is a BEI photanicrograph of a 
portion of the granophyre. Phases were identified by EOO spectra. 'lhe 
dark gray, high relief phase is silica. Two phases make up the area of 
lower relief. 'lhe darker gray of the two is a Na-rich feldspar which 
contains no detectable ca or K (nearly pure aJhite). 'lhe lighter gray 
l0v1-relief phase is also a feldspar with Na= to ca and no K. 
Preliminary quantitative analyses were made of the granophyre 
(WOO). None of the.se analyses agrees well with the canposition of the 
darker gray plagioclase phase. Ii;t addition, the other WOO analyses do 
4 As detenni)led by examination of (1) granophyre fran the 
southern Palisades, (2) photomicrographs of granophyre in Iewis,,1908a, Walker, 1953, and Walker, 1969a. 
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Figme 5.9 
t 
' 
Backscatter Electron Image of Grancplyre in Grancplyric Gal:i>ro. Note the lon:J rod of Si02 to the left of center. Scale bar = 10µ 
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not oorrespoln to the EOO analyses of the lighter plagicx:lase phase. 
Instead these woo analyses suggest the presence of a third alkali 
feldspar phase that was not detected in Figure 5.9. Barker (1970) 
reports that many granophyric in have an average CCIDIX>Sition 
in weight percent of Qz36ar28Ab33An3 and thus approximate the ''granite 
mini.mum'' in the system KA1Si30g - NaA1Si30g - Si"2 - H20 (TUttle and 
Bc:Men, 1958) • Additional study is needed to detennine if the 
granophyre of the late fractionation stages of the northern Palisades 
supports Barker's (1970) studies of granophyre. 
(pique Minerals 
Opaque Fe ·- Ti minerals are abundant in all the samples studied. 
I.aJ:ge skeletal crystals (X:!CUr predominantly in the cx:;c;. Titananag-
netite is the major opaque phase. Figure 5.10 ia a reflected-light 
photanic~ph of the titanomagnetite showing oxidation exsolution 
lamellae of ihoo.nite (by EnS) parallel to the (111) of the magnetite 
host. 
Figure 5.lla and 5.llb are BEI photomic1l)(Jraphs of the 
titanomagnetite at 2ooox and 20,ooox respectively. Clearly the 
titanomagnetite is not homc:x;Jeneous. 'Ihe dark areas are an aluminous 
silicate and the bright area is the titanomagnetite. 'Ihe scale rar on 
5 .11.b is 1 µrn, the resolution of the electron beam. Beca11se of this 
inharogeneity, efforts to quantify the canposition of the titano-
magnetite· with the electron microprobe were unsuccessful. 
Quantitative analysis of this phase is beyom the resolutic;,n of the 
electron microprobe and instead is in the realm of TEM. Nonetheless, 
, 52 
Figure 5.10 Fhotanicrograph of oxidation exsolution lanel.lae in titancnagnetite. 
Magnification= 127x. 
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Figure 5. l Ja Backscatter Electron Image of ti'-'AA~""~"~ Scale b3r = 10µ 
Figure 5. lJh Backscatter Electron Image of ti'-'A,&~'""8'111!!~ 
Scale bar= 1.0µ, 
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,. 
semi-quantitative analyses were obtained. Figure 5.12 is an EOO 
spectnnn of an area of the titananagnetite. Although not detectable 
above the backgrourrl in this spectrum, contamination fratt the alumina.ls 
silicate piaSe with which the titanaragnetite is intimately intergrown 
was dete.cted by EOO analysis. 
other opaque Ji)ases include· smaller euhedral c1ystals of titano-
magnetite in the GG, minor chalcopyrite, Fe-rich alteration 
products at the rims of clinopyroxenes in contact with the granqilyre. 
Mimr O:n;tituents 
Walker, (1969a) observed the following minor minerals in the rocks 
of the southern Palisades: biotite, hornblerrle, apatite, zircon, 
sphene. In the Haverstraw samples, biotite was observed in a few 
sanples where it was associated with iron oxides am probably 
represents a secx>n:Jai:y alteration product. In addition, a biotite-like 
phase after pyroxene (Figure 5.13) comprises al.Ioost 4%.of the gabbroic 
granophyre where it forms a distinctive linear structure. 
Although Walker (1969a) obsel:ved abundant homblerrle in the late 
stage differentiates such as the ferrodolerite and granqtiyric 
dolerite, hornblerde was notably absent in the Haverstraw rocks except 
in the CA and as rims on some clinopyroxenes. Apatite is aburrlant ard 
cxx:urs as slerder necrlles associated with the granophyre in the GG. 
Although Walker, 1969a reported rare exanples of zircon ard sphene, 
. . 
neither of these minerals was obsei:ved in the Haverstraw sanples. 
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~ MAJOR ELEMENT CHEMISTRY 
It is inp:)rtant to umerstam the chemical evolution of the 
Palisades intrusion because it has urrlergone extreme fractionation in-
situ in an essentially closed chemical system (Walker, 1969a) • All the 
rocks of this study crystallized late in this fractionation sequence as 
evidenced by their enrichment in iron, silica, and alkaJ is. • Various 
methoos have been suggested to arrange rocks according to their 
sequence of fractionation, including fractionation imices 
variation diagrams;. 'Ihe detennination of the relationship . of the 
Haverstraw rocks to previously published fractionation tre.rrls (Walk.er, 
1969a) for the Palisades intrusion is one puq:x,se of this section. 
Bulk chemical analyses were obtained by XRF of representative 
sanples ~J Total iron and FeO detenninations were made by wet chemical ,, 
:rrethcrls. 'Ihe chemical analyses of the ~' GG, HCZ, ND, and CA are 
listed in Table 6 .1. '!he chill zone sanple came fran 1. 5 m below the 
upper contact with the Stockton Fonnation. 'Ihe ND came fran 4.5 m 
belOvl the upper contact. CI:EW nonns are given in Table 6. 2 for these 
sanples. 
Differentiatim Tl:ends: '!he five chemical analyses fran the 
Haverstraw quany were plotted on an AFM diagram (Figure 6.1). '!hey 
reveal a trerrl of initial iron enrichment followed by extreme alkali 
enrichment. 'Ihe HC'l and ND are the highest in M3Q and thus the least 
differentiated of the five rocks. 'Ihe rm analysis shows a strong Fe 
enrichment with only a· slight increase in alkalis. 'Ihe GG represents 
the change in the trerrl from Fe enrichment to alkali enrichment. '!he 
CA represents extreme alkali enrichment. 
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Table 6.1 
Major Element Catposition 
of Whol~ Rock sanples 
fran the Haverstraw Quarry 
# IC686006 IC686014L IC687002 IC687003 IC687017 (a;G)a (GG)b (HC'l)c (ND)d (CA)e 
Si02 50.2 
Al203 11.9 
cao s.46 
3.68 
Na20 2.22 
K20 0.95 
Fe203 6.00 
FeQ 11.2 
Ti02 
P205 
IOI 
SUm 
0.21 
2.69 
0.19 
1.00 
98.7 
57.2 
10.7 
5.37 
2.02 
3.01 
2.12 
3.80 
10.4 
0.18 
1.49 
. 0.44 
1.77 
98.5 
51.9 
14.0 
11.0 
6.37 
1.97 
0.51 
3.80 
7.5 
0.18 
1.16 
0.14 
1.39 
99.9 
a coarse-Grained Gabbro 
b Gabbroic Granophyre 
c Haverstraw Clli.11 Zone 
52.7 
13.7 
10.5 
6.02 
2.07 
0.60 
3.70 
7.9 
0.18 
1.18 
0.14 
1.62 
100.31 
d Nonnal Diabase (northern Palisades) 
e Contact Aplite 
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71.5 
11.1 
1.99 
0.62 
2.81 
3.76 
1.94 
3.7 
0.07 
0.570, 
0.06 
2.23 
100.35 
Q 
Or 
Ab 
An 
• • D1-D1 
Di-Hd 
Hy-En 
Hy-Fs 
Mt 
Il 
Ap 
Table 6.2 
CI:EW NOD[IS of Haverstraw Sanples 
IG686006 IG686014L IG687002 IG687003 IG687017 
(OOG) (GG) (HCZ) (ND) (CA) 
9.70 
5.79 
19.30 
20.23 
8.25 
9.80 
5.59 
7.60 
8.06 
5.24 
0.47 
16.69 
13.03 
26.38 
9.82 
3.68 
8.98 
1.60 
9.91 
5.14 
2.94 
1.08 
7.26 
3.01 
16.68 
27.85 
13.99 
6.97 
9.39 
5.34 
5.51 
2.20 
0.34 
,, 
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8.16 
3.56 
17.52 
26.32 
12.91 
7.37 
9.02 
5.91 
5.37 
2.25 
0.34 
34.38 
22.21 
23.76 
6.59 
0.72 
1.79 
1.22 
3.44 
2.80 
1.08 
0.13 
0, 
A 
F 
• 
• • A -.•t:. 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• • • 
• ~A. 
. ··~ 
. ''1, 
I •• . .. 
• • 
'· • 
M 
• Palisades""' 
8 Haverstraw 
Figure 6.1 M:J() - (total Fe as FeO) - Na~O + K20) diagram shc:Ming the differentiation of the Palisades Inb:usion (in nolea1Jar %) • 
* after, lewis, 1907, Walker, 1940. Walker, 1969a, arrl Shirley, 1987b. 
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EsliDBtes of Height Above '1he Base of the smthem Palisades: 'Ihe five 
analyses of the Haverstraw rocks were canpared with the analyses of 
Walke.r (1969b) by plotting them on\an AFM diagram (Figure 6.2). Where 
a match occurred, the corresporrling height of the Walker (1969b) sample 
was taken as an estimate of the height above the base relative to the 
En]lewood section for the Haverstraw sample. 
'Ihe analysis of the HCZ is similar to the analysis of the basal 
drill zone in the southern Palisades also similar to various 
estimates of the average composition of the Palisades intrusion 
(Walke.r, 1969b) (Table 6.3). Furthennore, the HCZ analysis is similar 
to the analysis of the uppennost chill zone (341 m above the base) of 
the George Washington Bridge (GWB) section of Shirley (1987b) (Table 
6.3). '!he HCZ differs, h~ever, in the Fe203/Fe0 ratio. 'Ihe higher 
ratio in the HCZ suggest higher oxygen fugacities in the upper portion 
of the intrusion. 
'!he slightly more differentiated ND is similar in composition to a 
sample from 340 m above the base of the George Washington Bridge 
section of Shirley (1987b) (Table 6.4). 'Ihis agrees well with the 
relative locations of the HCZ and the ND with respect to the top of the 
intrusion at Haverstraw. rrhe ND location was 3 • o m belCM the HC'l 
location (1.5 m belav contact) in the Haverstraw section. 'Ihe best 
estimate of the height above the base for the cx;c; and GG are 243-260 m 
arrl 240 m respectively (Table 6.4). 
a:101iarisms to N:Jlker's (1969a) Fractia1atim ~= Walker, (1969a) 
selected rocks representing' various stages in the fractionation of the 
Palisades intrusion and defined type spec.irrens. 'Ihese definitions were 
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, . 
Si02 
Al203 
cao 
Na20 
K20 
Fe203 
FeO 
MnO 
Ti02 
P205 
1 
51.9 
14.0 
11.0 
6.37 
1.97 
0.51 
3.80 
7.5 
0.18 
1.16 
0.14 
IOI 1.39 
Totals 99.92 
Table 6.3 
ca11parison of the lJip?I Contact 
at Haverstraw (HC2) 
to ·Southern Pali~des Analyses 
2 
52.0 
14.5 
10.3 
7.6 
2.0 
0.85 
1.35 
8.9 
0.15 
1.2 
0.15 
1.05 
100.05 
3 
51.8 
13.95 
9.65 
6.5 
2.4 
0.75 
2.75 
9.2 
0.15 
1.65 
0.2 
1.2 
100.2 
4 5 
52.35 
14.0 
9.35 
6.15 
2.5 
0.85 
2.65 
9.2 
0.15 
1.6 
0.25 
1.3 
100.35 
(1) Haverstraw Chill Zone. (Clay, 1988) 
52.07 
14.31 
11.17 
6.62 
2.01 
0.63 
10.22 
0.18 
1.16 
nd 
rrl 
97.77 
(2) Avg. Southern Palisades Basal Chilled D:>lerite, (Walker, 1969a). (3) Avg. corrposition of Southern Palisades Intrusion-En]lewcxxi Cliff Section, a planimetric estimate fran o to 274 m, (Walker, 1969a) • (4) Avg. corrposition of Southern Palisades Intrusion-Ccmp:>site Section, a planimetric estimate fran Oto 305 m, (Walker, 1969a) (5) Analysis fran upper chill zone of George Washington Bridge Section - 341 m, (Shirley, 1987b). 
a Total Fe rep6rted as FeO 
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1 2 
Si02 52.7 53.08 
Al203 13.7 14.21 
cao 10.5 10.94 
MgO 6.02 6.65 
Na20 2.07 2.12 
K20 0.60 0.80 
Fe203 3.70 rdb 
FeO 7.9 10.33 
MnO 0.18 0.17 
Ti02 1.18 1.03 
P205 0.14 ~ 
LOI 1.62 1.05 
Slln 100.31 100.05 
Table 6.4 
COIJ1)8r i son of the Upper Contact 
at Haverstraw (HCZ) 
to Southern Palisades Analyses 
3 4 5 6 
50.2 50.10 50.38 57.2 
11.9 10.91 11.28 10.7 
8.46 8.01 6.27 5.37 
3.68 3.79 3.44 2.02 
2.22 2.37 2.44 3.01 
0.95 1.22 1.39 2.12 
6.00 4.75 4.77 3.80 
11.2 14.0 13.17 10.4 
0.21 0.25 0.21 0.18 
2.69 3.57 3.37 1.49 
0.19 0.26 0.28 0.44 
1.0 1.19 2.51 1.77 
98.7 100.42 99.51 98.5 
7 
57.94 
11.31 
5.65 
2.18 
3.11 
2.23 
2.44 
11.86 
0.20 
1.81 
0.72 
1.22 
100.67 
(1) Haverstraw Normal Diabase, 4.5 m below upper contact, this study. 
(2) Analysis from GWB, 2 m below contact, (Shirley, 1987b). 
(3) Coarse-grained Gabbro, this study. 
(4) Ferrodolerite, 245 m above basal contact, Walker, 1969a). 
** Plots as WFD on Figure 6.2 
(5) Ferrodolerite, 253 m above basal contact, Walker, (1969a). 
** Plots as WFD on Figure 6.2 
(6) Gabbroic Granophyre, this study. 
(7) Fayalite Granophyre, 239 m above basal contact, Walker, (1969a). 
** Plots as WFG on Figure 6.2. 
(8) Fayalite Granophyre, 236 m above basal contact, Walker, (1969a). 
(9) Granophyric Dolerite, 241 m above basal contact, Walker, (1969a). 
b Total Fe reported as FeO 
c Total Fe as Fe203 
d not determined 
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8 9 
53.6 58.59 
11.2 11.26 
6.15 3.66 
1.80 1.35 
2.70 3.68 
1.98 2.52 
19.2c 3.00 
--10.80 
0.28 0.19 
2.15 1.56 
1.01 0.85 
-- 1.95 
100.0799.41 
0 
made on the basis of mineralogy, chemistry, am height aoove the base 
of the intrusion. Fach type specimen was classified into Farly, 
Middle, or rate Fractionation stages dependin:J on its degree of 
differentiation. 
on the basis of petrographic descriptions, major oxide 
carpositions, an:i estimated height above the base of th~ intrusion, the 
Haverstraw rock types were c.ompared to the type specimens of Walker 
(1969a). Both the cx;G an:i the GG are part of the rate Fractionation 
Stage. '!he a;c; most closely resembles Walker's (1969a) ferrodolerite. 
\ 
' 'lhe GG irost closely resembles Walker's (1969a) fayalite granophyre 
(based on height) or granophyric dolerite based on (petrography). 
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TRACE ELEMENT CHEMISTRY 
Major element fran whole rock chemical analyses allow 
interpretations of the crystallization sequence and piaSe equilibria of 
a_ system. Trace element content pennits refinenent of these 
interpretations by placirxJ further limits on the probable corrlitions of 
Trace elements in into two 
elements that terrl to be incorporated in the structures of minerals 
crystallizirxJ fran the magma, and (2) elements that terrl to :t>e con-
• • in the rema.mlllg' magma as crystallization proceeds 
( inconpatible elements) • Because the Haverstraw rocks are highly 
differentiated relative to the intrusion as a whole (based on major 
element 
observed. 
Table 7.1 is a surmrary of earlier work on trace element behavior in 
the southeni Palisades intrusion (Walker, 1969a) • Table 7. 2 lists 
Barimn: Barium follows K in the crystallization sequence and thus 
should reflect the alkali enridnnent of the Haverstraw sanples. 
predicted, the concentration of Ba inc1'lxlses fran 1.3x in the cx;c; to 
3.lx in the GG to a maximum of 5.1 in the CA. 'Ihe concentration of Ba 
.. 
1 All · and decreases in elemental concentration in this 
section are nontalized to Walker's (1969a) b3saJ chilled dolerite (diabase) unless otherwise stated. 
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CZ Avg. 
Ba 195 215 
Sr 175 190 
Cr 315 190 
Co 53 56 
Ni 95 85 
Y 29 29 
Zr 120 130 
Table 7.1 
Trace Element Behavior 
in the Palisades Intrusion (after Walker, 1969a). 
(Concentrations in ppn) 
Max. 
610 
250 
715 
140 
500 
58 
330 
Behavior 
Concentrated in the magma in early and middle fractiona-
tion stages. Rapidly removed in the late stages. 
Follows distribution of K. Peak concentrations occur in 
alkali enriched granophyric dolerite and fayal ite 
granophyre. 
Minimun concentration of 110 occurs in Mg olivine layer. 
During early fractionation, Sr enrichment of magma was 
slight. Mainly removed during middle fractionation 
stages where it reached a maxi nun of 250. Magma 
irll)Overished with Sr thereafter with fractionation. 
Rapidly removed in early fractionation stages. Cr 
fol lows CPX. Cr mostly removed by end of middle 
fractionation stage and only traces are found in later 
stages. 
Excluding the Mg Olivine layer where Co peaked at 140 
ppn, it tended to build up in the magma during early and 
middle fractionation stages and entered late stage 
rocks. Ferrodolerites contain up to 75 ppn and con-
centrations decrease in later stage rocks. 
Rapidly removed from magma in early stages of fractiona-
tion. Peak occurs in Mg olivine layer. Inmediately 
above olivine layer concentrations fall to 135 ppn and 
decrease with increasing height above the base. 
Concentrated in magma in early and middle stages and was 
removed in later stages. Especially concentrated in 
apatite of the granophyric dolerite and fayal ite 
granophyre. 
Concentrated slightly in early stages and crystallized 
in late stages. Peak occurs in the granophyric dol-
erite. 
CZ - southern Palisades chill zone. 
Avg. - Average - southern Palisades. 
Max. - Peak concentration. 
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'!able 7.2 
Whole Rock Trace Element Oita 
for the Haverstraw Sanples 
( all values in JPll) 
# IG686006 IG686014L IG687002 IG687003 IG687017 
(OOG) (GG) (HCZ) (ND) (CA) 
Ba 260 
Sr 150 
Cr 40 
Co 740 
Ni 19 
Y 10 
Zr 180 
Rb 30 
Sr 150 
Nb 20 
CU 118 
'Ih 105 
610 
140 
30 
340 
4 
60 
350 
110 
140 
40 
nd 
nd 
rrl = not detennined 
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142 
157 
267 
72 
78 
21 
69 
29 
157 
14 
130 
<10 
148 
171 
184 
77 
74 
21 
80 
<10 
171 
16 
118 
<10 
1000 
112 
19 
20 
18 
99 
547 
97 
112 
40 
25 
<10 
in the CA is 1. 7x the 
fayalite granoplyre (Walker, 1969a) • 
st:rart:ium: After reaching · a maximum of 250 RJtl in the MiddJ e 
Fractionation Stage of Walker, (1969a), 
further differentiation. As predicted, the t..ren:i of Sr dea:eases fran 
the a;c; to the GG to the CA. 
Cllrani.1m: Because c:hromimn is removed fran the magm,a in the e.arly 
stages of crystallization, the Haverstraw rocks should show lav 
concentrations of this element. '!he original southeni Palisades magm,a 
contained 315 RJtl am the Haverstraw sanples are well below this 
concentration. In addition, a slight decease in Cr concentration is 
observed fran the mG to the GG to the CA. 
Nickel: Nickel is also removed from the magm,a in the early stages am 
should be present in !CM conc.entrations in the Haverstraw rocks. 
Although all three sarrples have low Ni concentrations relative to the 
original concentration of Ni in the intrusion, a systematic decrease in 
concentration fran the mG to the GG to the CA is not observed for Ni. 
Yttrium: Yttrimn is concentrated in the magm,a with progressive 
crystallization. '!he Haverstraw rocks shav an increase in Y fratt 0.34x 
in the mG to 2.lx in the GG to 3.4x in the CA. 'lhe concentration of Y 
·, 
in the CA is 1. 7x the maximum concentration of 58 reported for . the 
fayalite granoplyre am granoplyric dolerite of (Walker, 1969a). 
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Zircxni.lDD: 'lhe concentration of Zr in the scuthern Palisades milt up 
lllltil . in the :nagma until it fo:tnm an · · silicate J;i)ase 
(Walker, 1969a). Like Y., it should show a 
fractionation in the Haverstraw rocks. Relative to the basal chill 
zone, the concentration of Zr is 1. 5x in the 00G, 2. 9x in the GG am 
4.6x in the CA. 'lhe concentration of Zr is 1. 7x the • maximum 
concentration of 330 ppin reported for 
1969a). 
Di saissim of Traci! Ele,ett Behavior 
Major element concentrations reported in Section VI show a trend 
fractionation with crystallization reflected by the 
charges in najor oxide chemistry from the 00G to the GG to the C'A. 'Ihe 
fractionation with crystallization is also reflected in the 
trace element chemistry. '!his trend is shavm graphically in Figure 7 .1 
for the incompatible elemer1ts Ba, Y, am Zr. Figure 7. 2 shetvS - the 
trend for elements that decrease with fractionation, including Sr, Cr, 
am Ni. Both Figure 7 .1 and 7. 2 are relative to the Haverstraw upper 
chill zone. 
'!hose elements that tend to be concentrated in the residual 
magma (Ba, Y, am Zr) reach maxima in the C'A greater than those 
re:ported by Walker for the granophyric dolerite and fayalite granophyre 
(1969a). In each instance the concentrations for the CA are 1. 7x 
Walker's (1969a) maxima. 
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Vi il. DI S CU S S ION 
0 
CcyslaJ Ji Y.aticn ScqarE aid lbase leJ atirm 
Based on pe · c :relationships am mineral , the 
earliest phases to c1ystal lize were the large clinopyroxene 
plagioclase crystals. '!he large size of these crystals suggests that 
they grew in the presence of a vapor phase (Jahns arrl Bumham, 1969) • 
PJOth phases show evidence of extremely rapid growth, namely, skeletal 
plagioclase crystals arrl fishtail tenninations of clinopyroxene 
crystals. Opaque oxide crystallization was continuous. Clearly many 
of the opaque crystals grew after the silicate phases because they are 
nucleated on their surfaces. Some of the opaque crystals may have 
crystallized either before tr1e large single crystals of clinopyroxene 
am plagioc:lase or simultaneously with them as shavm by their nearly 
euhedral outlines. Evidence for late-stage crystallization of the 
opaque phase caoos fran the nearly ubiquitous presence of small blebs 
of Fe-Ti oxide throughout the granophyre. · 
Interstitial to the large clinopyroxene am plagioclase crystals is 
a complex mesostasis of (1) clinopyroxene am plagioclase in , 
(2) quartz am alkali feldspar in , (3) discrete quartz 
crystals, (4) apatite, arrl (5) titananagnetite. In addition, there are 
two phyllosilicates; (1) a golden-brovlll phyllosilicate which is 
probably late arrl fills cavities in the original rock am (2) biotite 
after clinopyroxene. 
'!he inteJ:pretation of the crystallization sequence of the 
constituents of the mesostasis requires a canbination of pe ~~.---.. 
observations am chemical CXJnIX>.Sitions as detennined by electron micro-
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probe analysis. Based on pe abe;eivations (Figure 4.6), the 
followirg sequence of c1.ystallization for the mesostasis is proposed. 
finally by quartz. 
ci.ystallized first, followed by granophyre am 
'!he chemistry of the feldspar supports this 
interpretation. '!he plagioclase of the CPX/PIAG in- ranges 
fran An39 to An53 • '!he alkali feldspar of the granophyre, havever, has 
a maxinn.nn anorthite conoontration of An5 • 
'!he overall sequence of crystallization 
application of the experimentally detennined phase-equilibrium diagram 
for the system (aM:JSi2o6 - Sio2 - caA12sio6 of Clark et al. (1962) 
(Figure 8.1). '!his system was selected because it accounts for the 
substitution of Al into the clinopyroxene as calcitnn-Tschennak's (caTs) 
molecule. '!he large clinopyroxene crystals of the CGG and GG contain 
-1 - 3 wt.% Al2o3 • Adding Al in the fonn of the ca.Ts molecule to the 
clinopyroxene results in enridnnent of the liquid in sio2• 
be shown chemically for a clinopyroxene crystallizing fran a liquid 
which contains nonna.tive An. 
cao· Al20J • 2Si02 
- cao•A120J• Si02 
Si02 
(An) 
(atl's) 
'!he CPX/PIAG in-- apparently crystallized as the composition 
the ternary eutectic!, 
crystallize simultaneously. '!he first two of these phases are 
1 It is ioore likely to be at least a quaternary eutectic to 
account for the alkali carponent of the feldspar •. 
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represented as alkali feldspar and quartz in the granophyre am the 
last is representerl as clinopyroxene nor,, altered to biotite in the 
granophyre. 'Ihe simultaneous crystallization of these three phases may 
explain the crystallographically controlled orientation of the biotite 
after clinopyroxene in the nesostasis. 
a:.,1eri son of the .. _ saop1es 
to the mrthenl Palisades diamse 
Puffer et al. , ( 1982) report that the discordant part of the 
northeni Palisades is homogeneous. 'Ibey suggest two possible reasons 
for its homogeneous nature, namely, (1) the absence of a gravity field 
directed perpendicular to the floor of the intrusive and (2) the 
relatively shallow and therefore more rapid crystallization of the 
magma resulted in the a -..-&L-..t of a crystallizing solid front at a 
faster rate than diffusion and coiwection rates. '!hey conclude "the 
differentiation mechanism, therefore, sinply broke down above the 
transition zone of the northern. Palisades'' (Puffer et al.,· (1982). 
'Ihe results of this study clearly demonstrate that the conclusion 
of Puffer et al., (1982) is incorrect. 'Ihe three principal rock types 
fmn the Haverstraw quarry plot on the AFM trend of magmatic 
differentiation of the Palisades intrusion, and therefore must be 
genetically related (Figure 6.1). An increase in Fe and then alkali 
In addition, the con-
centration of incompatible elements (Ba, Y,· and Zr) systematically in-
creases fran the 00G to the GG to the CA. It is probable that l:x:>th the 
00G and the GG represent a rapidly cooled, volatile-saturated silicate 
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liquid derived by the late concentration of magma 46 to 54 m bela« the 
at the convergence of the roof arrl floor. '!he fine-grained nature of 
the granophyre suggests rapid ci:ystallization (Barker, 1970) or perhaps 
a sudden loss of the volatile phases. 
'!he chemical analysis of the CA does not resemble any previously 
reported rcx::k analysis front the Palisades intrusion. It may represent 
the. secorrl fluid phase of Jahns am Burnham ( 1969) • '!his liquid would 
be highly corrosive with respect to earlier-fanned crystalline phases 
(Jahns am Burnham, 1969) • '!he CA is the most intensely altered of all 
the three rock types, probably as a result of the extreme concentration 
of water. It also contains the highest concentrations of incompatible 
elements. 
'!he final objective of this study was to detennine the relationship 
of the rocks of this study to the intrusion as a whole. H0v1 does a 
large voltnne of volatile-rich magma fonn arrl separate from the 
volmnetrically dominant remainder of the intrusion? Jahns am Burnham 
(1969) in a classic :paper proposed the follaving model for the genesis 
of pegmatites. A starting volume of magma, with or without crystalline 
phases forms a discrete body in the earth's crust. It is assumed to 
contain appreciable quantities of dissolved volatile constituents~· It 
is also assumed that the magma is in an essentially closed system am 
does not receive significant quantities of new magmatic material. '!he 
with the crystallization of 
anhydrous solid phases. '!he presence of water-saturated magma is the 
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for P83Jllatite genesis. '!he of a 
S<XX>ln fluid phase is oo:r.related with the first a of giant 
crystals am the developnent of metasanatic replacement minerals that 
are not readily attributable to a sinple reaction between ccystals am 
silicate liqtµd. 
'!he Jahns am Burnham m:xiel can be applied to the present problem 
to explain the pegmatitic nature of the C03:rse grained rocks, but it 
fails to suggest a specific mechanism whereby this water-saturated 
magma would fonn am evolve in a mafic intrusion such as the Palisades. 
However, Shirley, (1987b) has proposed such a m:xiel. 
'''!he bulk of the differentiation of the Palisades sill was achieved 
through inefficient fractional crystallization, in which the cumulate 
material contained 40-50% melt'' (Shirley, 1987b) • '!he high fraction 
of nelt in the cumulate material would lead to compaction. Although 
the evidenc.e for a decrease in porosity by compaction remains elusive, 
Shirley (1987b) found clear evidence for postcumulus movement of magma 
in the cumulates after the main body of magma crystallized. 
In a zone 255 m above the base of the intrusion, Shirley (1987b) 
found anomalously large amounts of granophyre am high concentrations 
of incompatible elements. All the minerals showed extensive aqueous 
al teratiQn which implies that these were regions in which residual 
magma crystallized with the release of volatiles. Another anomalous 
region was found at 300 m above the base where the last residual magma 
was located when the roof met the floor ( san:iwich horizon of Figure 
8.2). '!he lower residual zone (255 m) is the level to which the last 
residual liquid trapped in the amulates migrated am crystallized. 
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Shirley (1987b) hypothesizes that men the main reservoir of magma in 
the intrusion was exhausted, there was still a thick zone . urxierlying 
this horizon which contained interstitial magma. Beca11se the magma was 
less dense than the material in whidl it was trapped, it migrated 
upward concentrating incompatible elements am water. 
'lhe postcumul.us transport. mechanism Shirley (1987b), 
explanation for the ananalous region at 255 m. A relatively large 
aIOOUnt of melt was transported to the l0v1er residual zone and 
crystallized there. 'Ihe euhe.dral habit of the phases that crystallized 
~ 
there irrplies that magma was contin11al ly supplied to this region, 
causing inflation, and that this all0v1ed the crystals to grow freely 
with minimal physical interference (Shirley, (1987b). In addition, 
Shirley (1987b) notes that this is the only zone in which perfectly 
euhedral interstitial quartz crystals appear. 
'lhe zone that contained the last of the rragma (300 m) sandwiched 
the • c.onvei:glllCJ flex>r arrl roof ·was Walker's (1969a) 
ferrcxiolerite which Shirley (1987a) calls the ''sandwich horizon.'' 
located bel0v1 this unit the rocks of the lower residual zone of Shirley 
(1987a) appear either as Walker's fayalite granophyre or granophyric 
dolerite, depenling on the location. 
'lwo distinct zones fanned rather than a single thicker one, because 
when the top of the region contai.ninJ crystals plus interstitial liquid 
became attached to the roof, the flow of magma in that zone changed 
abruptly (Shirley, 1987a) • Before, magma could freely p.3ss upward 
through the a.nnulate-magma interface an:i return to the overlying magma 
reservoir (Shirley, 1987a) • After the uwer bounmy became attadled 
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to the roof, the upward IOOVenent was halted because the subsidence of 
the ccystalline matrix which nust a<XX".ltpany such IOOVement halted 
(Shirley, 1987a) • 
'!he rocks of the Haverstraw quany described in this study are 
similar to the rocks of the bJo ananalous regions of Shirley (1987b). 
'!he cx;c; of this study is most similar to Walker's ferrcxiolerite arrl 
probably is equivalent to the "sarrlwich horizon" of Shirley (1987b) 
where the roof and the floor converged. 'lhe GG most closely resembles 
Walker's fayalite granophyre or granophyric dolerite. '!he GG re-
presents the l0v1er residual zone of Shirley (1987b) • '!he large grain 
size of plagioclase and clinopyroxene phenocrysts, the euhedra.l nature 
of the phenocrysts, extensive sericitization of the plagioclase 
phenocrysts, and concentration of incanpatible trace elements in the GG 
supports this conclusion. Although the l0v1er residual zone is bel0v1 
the sarrlwich zone, it is more fractionated relative to the sarrlwich 
zone because the magma there was the last liquid to crystallize. 
If these correlations of the CGG and GG with the sarrlwich horizon 
and the lCMer residual zone, respectively, are correct, then the lower 
, 
residual zone in the Haverstraw quarry was very near the point where 
the roof and floor of the intrusion converged in light of the intimate 
physical intennirgling of the CGG and GG in the upper portion of the 
Haverstraw quarry. In the Englewcxxi section, the positions of the 
fayalite granophyre, granophyric dolerite, and ferrcxiolerite are fourd 
sequentially upsection (Walker, 1969a) • A discrete zone separatincJ the 
ferrcxiolerite from the underlying granophyric dolerite arrl fayalite 
was not fourd at Englewcxxi, and nay be due to the low 
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sanplin:J density of that sbldy. 
' Shirley (1987a) fa.mi that the b«> zones are not distinct in the 
weehawken, New Jersey section am instead are recognized solely on the 
basis of geochemical profiles. He hypothesizes that the difference 
between Weehawken am the GWB section may be due to less effective 
hydrothenral circulation through the overlying ~t pile at 
Weehawken am therefore less effective CCX>lin:J. Because of this, the 
lower residual zone is thinner at Weehawken. 
'!he major factor leading to two granophyric-rich layers is enhanced 
cooling front above during solidification of the intrusion (Shirley, 
_1987a). Enhanced cooling led to exceptionally rapid deposition of 
cumulates on the floor am resulted in a large voltnne of trapped magma 
(Shirley, 1987a) • "As the cumulate pile carpacted, the expelled magma 
was returned to the overlying nagma chamber (Shirley, 1987a) • But with 
continued rapid coolin:J, the roof am floor converged am the 
interstitial magma could no longer escape am was thus concentrated in 
a residual zone below the sandwich zone (Shirley, 1987a) • 
If rapid cooling is required to generate two separate zones, 
perhaps the section at Haverstraw was less effectively ccx:>led. resulting 
in a less discrete separation of the lower residual zone fran the 
overlying samW'ich zone. More likely however is that the dike-like 
nature of the intrusion controlled the distribution of the sandwich 
zone·am the lower residual zone equivalents. Because the geochemical 
portion of this study is based on only five analyses, a detailed study 
such as those of Shirley, (1987a,b) would be required to further 
resolve the <X11parison of the Haverstraw section with the southern 
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Palisades sections of Shirley (1987a,b) • such a study would require a 
systematic collection of sanples fran known elevations directly renDVed 
fran the southern face of the HAverstraw quany. 
'!he three roc:k types fran the Haverstraw section are genetically 
related on an AFM diagram; that is, an increase in Fe am then alkali 
occurs fran the cx:;c; to the GG to the C'A. In addition, the 
concentration of incompatible elements (Ba, Y, am Zr) systematically 
from the cx:;c; to the GG to the CA. It is likely that the GG 
represents a rapidly cooled, volatile-saturated silicate liquid derived 
fran the late concentration of magma in this region by postcumulus 
transport. 'Ihe cx:;c; most likely represents the sandwich zone located at 
the convergence of the roof am floor. '!he CA resembles no previously 
reported analysis fr01n the Palisades intrusion. '!he CA is the most 
intensely altered of all the three rock types am probably :represents 
the last liquid to crystallize in which water am incompatible elements 
*· 
reached maximum concentrations.· 
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IX.CONCLUSIONS 
'!his study leads to the followirg significant conclusions: 
I. '!he coarse-grained rcdcs of the upper portion of the Palisades 
intrusion at Haverstraw, New York ronsist of two distinct types; 
namely, (1) Coarse-Grained Gabbro (a;G) am (2) Gabbroic Granophyre 
(GG). Both can be correlated with the late Fractionation stages of 
Walker (1969a). '!he rm is equivalent to Walker's ferrodolerite am 
the GG is equivalent to Walker's Fayalite Granophyre. 
II. Based on petrography, the observed sequence of crystallization is 
as follows: (1) large discrete crystals of clinopyroxene 
· of clinopyroxene 
plagioclase (CPX/PIAG), and (3) simultaneous crystallization of 
granophyre (alkali feldspar plus quartz) and a clinopy-.roxene (now 
altered to biotite). '!his sequence can be modelled by and is in acconi 
with the ternary phase-equilibrimn system caM:JSi2o6 (Diopside) - sio2 
- caA12Si06 (caTs). 
III. '!he gabbroic rcdcs of this study are equivalent to the 
''sarrlwich zone" and the lower residual zone of Shirley (1987b) • '!he 
rm probably fanned in the "sarrlwich zone" where crystallization 
products of the roof and flex:>r converged. Postcumul.us transfer of 
magma to a lower residual zone (below the san1wich zone) after the roof 
and floor converged resulted in the developnent of the GG am the CA. 
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Mineral 
CPX 
Plagioclase 
Table A-1 
Starrlards Used for Microprobe·Analyses 
Elements 
Si, Al, fe, MJ, 
ca, Na, K, Ti 
Mn 
Si, Al, Ca, Na 
K 
88 
Starrlard 
Homblerrle 
Ilmenite 
Plagioclase 
Microcline 
Table A-2 
Chemical Conposition in \It. X of Microprobe Standards 
Standard Hornbtende1 Ilmenite2 Plagioclase3 Microcline4 
S-i02 
Al203 
Fe203 
FeO 
MgO 
cao 
Na20 
K20 
Ti02 
P205 
MnO 
H20 
Total 
40.37 
14.90 
3.30 
7.95 
12.80 
10.30 
2.60 
2.05 
4.72 
0.00 
0.09 
0.94 
100.02 
11.6 
36.1 
0.31 
45.7 
4.77 
99.40 
1 KakaBJi, New Zealand: USNM 143965 
2 Jlmen, Mtns., Miask, USSR: USNM 96189 
3 Lake County, Oregon: USNM 115900 
4 location unknown: USNM 143966 
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51.25 
30.91 
0.34 
· 0.15 
0.14 
13.64 
3.45 
0.18 
0.05 
0.01 
0.05 
100 .17 
64.24 
18.30 
0.00 
0.04 
0.03 
0.02 
1.30 
15.14 
0.01 
0.04 
99.12 
.. ,...' 
..... _ .. 
PG686002 
PG686006 
PG687007 
PG687011 
PG686013 
PG686014 
PG686017 
Table B-1 
Sample Descripti:>ns 
Contact between CGG/GG 
Coarse-grained Gabbro 
Coarse-Grained Gabbro 
Contact between CA/CGG/GG (Fig.4.9) 
Gabbroic Granophyre 
Gabbroic Granophyre 
Coarse-Grained Gabbro 
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Figure C-1 Pyroxene Quadrilateral - ro686002. All small ciystals. 
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Figure C-2 Pyroxene Quadrilateral - FG686006. All laxge crystals. 
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Figure C-3 
t::,. CPX/PLAG 
PG686013 • Single Crystal 
Di Hd 
Fs 
Pyroxene Quadrilateral - PG686oi3. Single Crystals and 
small CPX. 
Note: Some of the CPX/PLAG analyses plot in-the field 
of single crystal anal-yses. 
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Figure C-4 Pyroxene Quadrilateral - FG687011. All .. SII0ll crystals. 
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Figure C-S Pyroxene Quadrilateral - FG686017. All large crystals. 
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Figure C-6 Pyroxene Quadrilateral - ro686014. All S1Dc33l crystals. 
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